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Chapter 2219 

But soon, there was a fork in the passage in front of David, and three identical 

corridors appeared, which made David a little troubled! 

Obviously, of these three identical corridors, one of them must be safe. 

The other two are extremely dangerous, but David doesn’t know which day it 

will be safe! 

David carefully observed the three passages. There was nothing on the 

smooth stone walls, and the shapes were exactly the same. It was difficult to 

choose! 

Just when David and the others were hesitating, Leng Yun and Tong Youcai 

had already caught up! 

When they saw three passages appearing in front of them, they were stunned 

and didn’t know which one to take! 

“What should I do?” 

Tong Youcai frowned! 

But no one paid any attention to him, David closed his eyes slightly, and the 

three senses flashed.Out of the body, towards the three passages away! 



It’s just that the three passages are very long. Even though David’s 

consciousness has reached several miles away, he still hasn’t found the 

difference between the three passages. 

At this time, Leng Yun took out the compass, bit his finger, and dropped a 

drop of blood on the compass! 

Soon the compass flashed red, and the needle on it was shaking violently! 

Soon, the pointer slowly stopped, and finally pointed to the leftmost channel! 

Seeing this, Leng Yun put away the compass, smiled at David and said, 

“Brother Chen, this passage on the left is the correct one, do you want to go 

with me?” 

David did not move, but when Leng Yun saw this, he brought He walked into 

the leftmost passage with his own people! 

When Tong Youcai saw this, he hurriedly led someone to follow him! 

“Tong Youcai, what are you doing?” Leng Yun said with a cold expression 

when he saw Tong Youcai following. 

“Brother Leng, you and I will take care of you if you encounter anything along 

the way. Don’t worry, if you find a treasure, I will let you pick it first!” 

Tong Youcai lowered his body and said flatteringly with Leng Yun. 

Tong Youcai knew that in this place, no matter how high the strength is, it is 

useless. If you don’t know the magic, you are afraid that you will be trapped 

here! 

And the few magic masters he brought are simply trash, that’s why he kept up 

with Leng Yun so lowly! 



Seeing that Tong Youcai said this, Leng Yun didn’t care about anything, and 

continued to move forward with Tong Youcai and others! 

“Mr. Chen, what should we do?” 

Liu Rui asked anxiously seeing that Tong Youcai and Leng Yun had both left, 

but David remained motionless. 

“No hurry, wait a minute…” 

David stood quietly, although his consciousness had been withdrawn, but 

David did not make a rash choice! 

No one knows what David is thinking! 

After a while, David walked straight towards the passage in the middle, Liu Rui 

and Lao Liu could only follow after seeing this! 

I don’t know how long I have gone, I don’t know how far I have gone! 

Finally, just when a few people were about to collapse, there was finally light 

ahead and there was an exit! 

Seeing this, several people were very happy and hurried out! 

With the light in front of their eyes, several people looked at everything in 

front of them in amazement! 

I saw the stream here, the sound of birds and flowers, it was like another 

world! 

Except that there are no human beings living here, the other scene is very 

similar to the fairy village transformed by Lao Liu! 

“It’s too beautiful here…” 



Liu Rui couldn’t help but exclaimed when she saw the scene in front of her! 

However, David did not appreciate the beautiful scenery, but walked straight 

to the stream, and then touched the stream lightly with his hand! 

For a moment, David’s face showed excitement! 

Because this stream is exactly the same as the water in the regeneration 

spring! 

Maybe the water in the regeneration spring flows out of this stream! 

David decided to find the source of this stream and see what the reason was 

that gave this stream a special effect! 

But just when David and the others were about to go upstream along the 

stream, they saw Leng Yun, Tong Youcai and others coming over too! 

However, looking at the faces of these people and the scars on their bodies, it 

is obvious that they came out after the war! 

Chapter 2220 

And when Tong Youcai saw David and several others walking out of the 

passage, and they looked very relaxed, he was about to die of anger! 

He didn’t understand, how could David be so lucky? 

David ignored them, but kept walking along the stream! 

After walking a short distance, I saw a towering ancient tree with criss-crossing 

roots. This ancient tree was dozens of meters high! 

From the ancient tree, a strong spiritual energy is constantly emitting! 



The stream flows through the ancient trees, constantly scouring the roots of 

the ancient trees! 

David looked at the ancient tree in front of him in surprise, then continued 

forward, and then soaked his hands in the stream! 

The stream at this time was just an ordinary stream, and there was no such 

special aura! 

But when David dipped his hand in the stream water that washed over the 

roots of the tree, that special smell appeared! 

David finally understood now that the peculiar effect of the regeneration 

spring came from the ancient tree in front of him! 

Looking up, David saw that there were apple-like spiritual fruits hanging on 

the ancient tree, and the spiritual energy was surrounded by spiritual energy! 

“What a powerful ancient tree, I didn’t expect that there are such things in this 

Kunlun Mountains…” 

David couldn’t help but be surprised! 

At this time, Leng Yun, Tong Youcai and others also came over. When they 

saw the ancient tree in front of them, they were all shocked! 

“The psychic tree, the psychic tree at this time…” 

Leng Yun suddenly started shouting like a madman, the excitement on his face 

was indescribable! 

“Brother Leng, what is a psychic tree?” Tong Youcai asked puzzled. 

“This is what I read from an ancient book. This psychic tree is a divine tree. The 

fruit on it is called psychic fruit. As long as you eat a psychic fruit, you can 

instantly improve your cultivation! 



” According to ancient books, after someone ate a few psychic fruits, the 

whole person was reborn, became an immortal cultivator, and finally ascended 

to the heaven…” The 

more Leng Yun spoke, the more excited he became, so that his body trembled 

slightly! 

When Tong Youcai heard this, his eyes widened, his face full of incredible! 

Liu Rui and Lao Liu on the side were shocked when they heard it. None of 

them thought that this ancient tree was still so valuable! 

“In this way, the people in this Narcissus Palace should all be immortal 

cultivators…” 

David asked. 

After all, eating psychic fruit can make a warrior reborn and become a 

cultivator. If this psychic tree is in the Narcissus Palace, the disciples of the 

Narcissus Palace should all be immortal cultivators! 

“That’s not necessarily true. The ancient books said that only people with 

extraordinary talents can do it. However, taking this psychic fruit can indeed 

improve people’s cultivation and reshape the body. It is definitely a treasure 

among treasures…” 

Leng Yun explained . road! 

Hearing the remodeling of the body, David’s eyes lit up. After this ordinary 

stream washed the roots of the tree, he has the ability to reshape the body! 

It only takes seven, seven and forty-nine days, which is too long! 

But if this psychic fruit is given to Hu Mazi and Long Xingxu, then their bodies 

should recover soon, and maybe their strength can also breakthrough! 



Thinking of this, David planned to jump up and pick off the psychic fruit. You 

must know that although this ancient tree is dense, there are not many 

psychic fruits, only eight! 

So David intends to strike first, get a few psychic fruits, and save Hu Mazi and 

Long Xingxu! 

Seeing that David was about to pick the psychic fruit, Tong Youcai also 

jumped up and stopped David! 

“David, what are you doing?” Tong Youcai glared at David, “This psychic fruit is 

not yours, do you want to pick it?” 

At this time, Leng Yun also stepped forward, his face coldly said, “Chen Da 

Handsome guy, you don’t pay attention, do you want to take it all by 

yourself?” 

Facing the temptation of the psychic fruit, Leng Yun was not very polite to 

David at the moment, in front of huge interests, he has no friends, not to 

mention Leng Yun and David are not friends 

 


